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• Intro to stacking
• Specimen preparation
• Choosing a background
• Microscope objectives
• Imaging larvae in ethanol
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Presentation Notes
I am going to be covering the imaging process and techniques we use in our lab, but most of these can be applied to any imaging setup and scenario.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are an example of the images we can produceOur images are of high enough resolution that there usually isn’t a need to take close-up shots of characters if they can be seen in our images. Cropping to the desired part is usually a viable option



What is 
image 
stacking?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The algorithms and software behind image stacking can be daunting, but the idea itself is rather simpleA specimen is placed on a stage of some sort to keep it still, then ‘slices’ are taken.A slice is a single image with only part of the specimen in focus. The camera starts at the top of the specimen and works its way down taking images.These slices are then imported into a stacking program, in our case Zerene, where the software lines up all the images so the in-focus parts blend together to create a final composed image.This can be a tedious process as some large specimens can be a few hundred slices. We realize this is not feasible in many diagnostic situations, but when building a diagnostic tool of any kind, the best images you can get are ideal.



Specimen 
cleaning

• Don’t nit-pick over tiny dust
• Minimize touching with hands
• Limit cleaning on type material

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best images come from being prepared. A clean specimen and clean starting slices will result in the best image.These pictures show some of our setup for cleaning specimens. We use a dissecting scope with bright lights to clean specimens before imaging.I will go into more detail about the supplies, but in essence it is important to remember that this can take up a lot of time. If you are pressed, don’t nitpick over tiny bits of dust. Some collections might ask that you do no cleaning whatsoever of their specimens.Try to minimize touching the specimen or labels with your hands – stick to your supplies. Oils from your skin over time can degrade the specimen, especially labels.If you are able to access type material for imaging, limit the amount of interaction with those specimens to minimize the chance of damaging type material.



Cleaning 
supplies

• Stage for specimen

• Fine-tip forceps (removing 
pin labels, hairs, etc.)

• Paintbrush for gentle 
cleaning

• “Rocket” duster to blow off 
particles

• Diluted ethanol to remove 
dust and clean off grease

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some basic supplies include:Stages for setting up your specimenForceps for removing labels and larger debris from your specimenMy favorite is a set of cheap art brushes that you can use to gently loosen and remove dirt and dustThe little rocket looking thing on the top right is a duster to blow air when you squeeze it. This can be a gently way to remove the last bits of loosened dust. Just be sure that you examine the specimen first for any really loose body parts.We also use diluted ethanol to clean some specimens of grease and grime. Sometimes a specimen’s face is covered in regurgitated gunk or sap and this is a great way to remove that. We avoid 100% ethanol as it is expensive and evaporates way too fast and can potentially damage the specimen. Dilute ethanol allows you to clean the specimen and most importantly it dries quickly so you aren’t left with a soggy specimen and you decrease the chance for mold.I will address the personal lubricant shown here during the section on imaging specimens stored in ethanol.



Imaging setup and 
light diffusers

• Stage with neutral background (18% grey cardstock)

• Frosted acrylic sheets

• Modified paper lantern

• Your imagination 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a small glimpse of how we stage our specimens. This particular stage on the left is one of my favorites. Made of a layer of wood on the bottom, foam, then grey cardstock, all covered with a frosted sheet of acrylic paper.I will explain in a few slides why we choose to image with a grey background most of the time.In the middle you will see one example of a diffuser in our lab. We use the same frosted acrylic taped into a circle. On the right, we have a modified paper lantern designed by Roy Dun who created this imaging setup. It has two Velcro straps on the top that wrap around the camera body. When imaging, the bottom of the lantern is touching the base of our stage there to completely surround the specimen. Both of these options make for a great range of light diffusion for a variety of specimens.These are only two examples of what we use to diffuse light in our imaging studio but use your imagination. We have had some successful lighting tricks with kim-wipes.



• Flash bulbs are essential for 
crisp, high-resolution images

• Many different flash setups are 
available for a range of budgets

• White-balance each time your 
lighting changes using a neutral 
spot in your image

• White backgrounds can wash 
out colors

Lighting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If there is one most important part of your imaging setup, that would be your lighting in my opinion. You can have a great stacking system but if you are using lamps or anything other than bright flash bulbs, you will be restricting yourself to how crisp your images can be. A flash setup is especially critical if you are taking slices and stacking your final images.There are a variety of flash systems available for a range of budgets and Paul will cover that in a little more detail in his section.Be sure that any time you are changing your light setting that you are white-balancing your images against a neutral background spot. This is best done before the image slices are taken, but most image-managing software programs have the ability to white-balance after your images have been taken and before stacking them. We use Capture One in our lab but LightRoom and Photoshop are both good options.While the flash system is critical, so is how that light is used – aka how that light is diffused and what backgrounds are used. You can see here that a white background doesn’t look terrible with this moth head, but can create bright spots and make the image a little challenging to see.



Background comparisons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a great example of why we chose to use a grey background. The goal is to maintain the true colors of the specimen as accurately as possible. There are definitely times when white and black can be appropriate and you should follow any specifications put forth by publishers, but we try and convince folks to never use colored backgrounds. Here are 4 images of the same specimen. These were all taken on different colored backgrounds. The colors were not edited in after the fact. You can already see that the one on black is particularly dark and the blue has cast a blue hue over the specimen. This is a bit easier to see if we remove the backgrounds.



Background comparisons

Grey White

Blue Black

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are those same four images with the backgrounds removed. The grey and white are similar, but the colors in the white-background specimen are washed out. The blue and black are drastically different and make it nearly impossible to remove the background cleanly. If you absolutely must have a background other than grey, we highly recommend imaging on Grey to start, then editing the background on the finished image.



• Minimizing 
specimen movement is 
critical

• 5x, 10x, and 20x 
objectives can capture 
tiniest details.

Microscope 
lenses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While Paul will get into the specifics on the actual setup, I would like to at least introduce the microscope objectives that we use for the tiniest specimens. For any specimen a few millimeters and smaller, or for tiny diagnostic characters, we use this K2 tube adapter that allows us to use actual microscope objectives with our rail system. We have 5, 10 and 20x objective attachments. The tarsi seen here on the bottom left are on a 3 mm chrysomelid beetle. This image could be blown up quite large and still maintain the quality. While these objectives are incredibly handy, the high magnification can result in some pretty large stacks of images that take a good amount of time to process.



General 
guidelines

• Cleaning isn’t essential but makes for nice photos

• A stable base is critical

• Shutter speed minimum 1/100s – can be faster with flash bulb 
setup

• Use neutral grey background whenever possible – no colors!
• Some exceptions for black and white backgrounds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To sum up our basic imaging guidelines remember the following:Cleaning a specimen is wonderful, if you have the time. If you are working on a large diagnostic tool, be it a website, key or publication, try to not skip cleaning. If you are more pressed for time, you can skip this as long as nothing is obscuring your diagnostic characters.A stable base in more than one sense, and your setup in general is important. Minimize movement and dirt in your workspace if you can - we have a luxury of having a dedicated imaging studio but I realize this is not always the case.  - Make your workspace as efficient as possible – have your supplies and system organized and laid out in a way that doesn’t require a lot of back-and-forth.Shutter speed and lighting go hand in hand. I already mentioned the importance of a flash system – which allows you to take faster photos for crisp images. While it is not magical, this can go a long way to a crisp clean image even if you might not have the most stable tables and setup.And to harp on this one last time, please avoid using any colors in your background to keep the specimen colors as accurate as possible.



Imaging alcohol 
specimens

• Petri-dishes or glass beakers to fit 
your specimen

• 30%-70% ethanol
• Glycerin 
• Specimen pins
• Forceps
• Patience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am now going to quickly cover the basics of how we image specimens stored in ethanol, primarily larval stages.For supplies, we generally use a petri dish or various sizes of glass beakers to hold specimens. We support our specimen with glycerin and ethanol and pins when needed and use forceps to manipulate and move the specimen. This is a relatively new process for our team and I am sure there are many different setups for this process, but what we did resulted in some great larval images.



Beaker or petri dish 
large enough for 
specimen, but not 
wasting glycerin or 
ethanol

Glycerin – personal 
lubricant is thicker 
than pure glycerin 
and soluble in 
ethanol

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use glass beakers or petri dishes because you can put a background behind them and glass easy to clean.Rather than pure glycerin we use personal lubricant as it is easy to find, it is thicker and provides a little more support for the specimen. If you decide to use lubricant, just make sure it isn’t the warming kind or anything fancy. Just needs to be glyceri. Glycerin is also soluble in ethanol which makes cleanup easier.We start by adding a small blob of glycerin to a beaker. I rushed this setup a bit so I did end up with bubbles but those can be easily removed with a pin once the ethanol is in there as well.



Specimen positioning

• Settle specimen on top of glycerin

• Anterior/posterior views may 
require more of specimen to be 
submerged

• Gently pour ethanol to cover 
specimen

• Pins or forceps can be used to gently 
remove bubbles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once your have your glycerin in the bottom, gently place your specimen with the desired side up. This example is a lateral shot but you can use a bit more glycerin and it will hold most specimens vertically for anterior and posterior shots. Keep your specimen in the center, away from the edges of your container to avoid distortions caused by surface tension of the ethanol.Once positioned, gently pour ethanol down the side of your container until it just covers the specimen.You can see in the bottom image how the specimen looks like it is floating while lying on the glycerin. Once positioned you can set your beaker up under your camera just like a normal specimen. The only main difficulty we had was working with lights. When we were imaging for a buprestid tool, we had a different flash setup that had very hot staging lights which melted the glycerin quickly. Minimize staging lights and work quickly to avoid having to reset your specimen repeatedly.  



Up next: Paul Langlois – setup, software and image editing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are a few examples of larvae imaged using this technique. On the left photo you can see some particulate floating around in the bottom. These specimens had been dissected for molecular analysis before we got them so they were disintegrating a little bit. If the debris doesn’t obscure any diagnostic details, you don’t have to worry about it.
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